Abstract
Introduction
Through numerous hardware technology advances, many devices were developed. And this situation is moving towards dissemination of multimedia based devices such as smart phone and tablet. According to the situation, people can connect the Internet an any-time, any-place. Theses paradigm has change of using the Internet. For example, the tool, which is used to the Internet, is moving towards from personal computer to multimedia devices. And also, using of internet information is moved from existing web page to mobile web or multimedia contents. Throughputs theses paradigm, new technology have emerged so-call Content-Centric Network (CCN). CCN is next generation internet communication technology to change existing internet communication paradigm as content based communication for efficient use various information in the Internet [1] . Therefore, unlike existing internet communication technology, which focus on host based communication process, all of resource is defined as contents in CCN. Moreover it focuses on purpose of communication for using information. For the change of theses communication purpose, CCN communicate with each CCN router via name based routing method and contents is saved in each CCN router. Therefore, CCN has different communication method existing internet communication technology.
CCN communicate through the Interest packet and the Data packet. The Interest packet is used to when requester request contents to publisher. And the Data packet is used to when publisher response contents to requester [2] . Therefore in CCN, routing method was performed by the Interest packet and the Data packet. In there, CCN router broadcast the Interest packet to neighbor routers for finding interest contents. If CCN router is fined interest contents, it is create the Data packet and response it to requester via path tracing of the Interest packet. This characteristic of CCN is not considering increasing network traffic about each of CCN routers [3] .
Therefore, when the requester requests are rapidly increased to particular CCN router, network congestion may be occurred by broadcast traffic [4] . Moreover, CCN has low network performance. This is because, CCN do not consider congestion avoidance in multi path routing. This problem occur low quality data service to user due to reducing network performance [5] [6] . To resolve this problem, this paper proposes a traffic aware routing protocol for congestion avoidance in CCN. The proposed routing protocol considers rapidly increasing traffic in the situation and establishes another routing path to avoid increasing traffic problem in CCN.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The existing routing protocol used in this research field is introduced in Section 2. Basic idea and overview about the proposed routing protocol is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 describes the proposed routing protocol. Section 5 presents a performance evaluation of the proposed routing protocol by comparing it with the existing CCN routing. Finally, in Section 6, conclusions are made including the future research.
Related Work

Content-Centric Networks (CCN)
Unlike existing internet communication method, the CCN communicate through name of contents instead of IP address. Therefore, in the CCN, contents name is eased to search via prefix matching due to contents name is designed as hierarchy. In addition, CCN communication through the Interest packet and Data packet. The Interest packet is used to when requester request contents to publisher and it has requested information such as content name and requester information. The Data packet is used to when publisher response contents to requester and it has contents name, information about verification, and direct data. Figure 1 shows structure of CCN router. As shown in Figure 1 , CCN router has three of structure such as Content Store (CS), Pending Interest Table ( PIT), and Forwarding Information Base (FIB).
The CS has role of buffer memory in CCN router. It has special storage and it is caching from passed all of content through LRU caching policy about contents the inside of CCN router. The PIT tracks Interests forwarded upstream toward content source(s) so returned Data can be sent down-stream to its requester(s).
The FIB is used to forward Interest packets toward potential source(s) of matching Data. It is almost identical to an IP FIB except it allows for a list of outgoing faces rather than a single one. This reflects the fact that CCN is not restricted to forwarding on a spanning tree. It allows multiple sources for data and can query them all in parallel.
Figure 1. Router Architecture for CCN
In the CCN, which has above structure, it is not provided efficient data service due to CCN do not considered traffic of nodes in case of network traffic is rapidly increasing. To resolve this problem, this paper proposes a traffic aware routing protocol for congestion avoidance in CCN. The proposed routing protocol considers rapidly increasing traffic in the situation and establishes another routing path to avoid increasing traffic problem in CCN.
Active Queue Management
Active Queue Management (AQM) can execute program, which is special program in case of need process in inside CCN router when congestion is occurred. This is mean; AQM can rapidly process of congestion control through transmission path of packet than existing other congestion controls [7] .
In this paper, we apply the concept of Random Early Detection (RED) [8] for measurement of traffic load among AQM process. RED was designed for sensing of congestion in packet switching network. In RED, the Control packet is discarded according average queue length, which is calculated by probability when length of queue is exceeded threshold. In other words, RED algorithm compare max threshold (max th ) and min threshold (min th ), which are predefined via calculating of average queue length in every packet was arrived. In RED procedure, RED has policy as follows:
 If average queue length is greater than min threshold, RED has normal condition  If average queue length is greater than min threshold and is less than max threshold, input packets is randomly discarded.  If average queue length is greater than max threshold, all of input packets is discarded. However, RED does not apply to CCN because it is different of internet communication mechanism. Therefore, in this paper, we proposed a Traffic Aware Routing Protocol (TARP) for congestion avoidance in CCN using concept of AQM and RED
Routing Overview
Notations
Unlike existing networks, the proposed TARP do not perfectly apply to RED due to it is performed in CCN environment. Therefore, we is used to only concept of RED. The table 1 list the symbols used in the proposed TARP. The delay time that is proportional to the average queue length
Overview
The proposed TARP consists of 2 methods. The first method is processed the Interest packet based on average queue length by probability when average queue length is greater than min threshold and is less than max threshold. The second method is discarded the Interest packet when average queue length is greater than max threshold. Figure 3 show operation process of TRAP
Figure 3. TARP Formation
The router of TARP is defined by internal condition of router. The detail description is as follows:
 overN i : current overloaded node. In other words, average queue length of N i is greater than max th .  inN i : overloaded node. In other words, average queue length of N i is greater than max th and is less than min th  underN i : idle node. In other words, average queue length of N i is less than min th All of router has at least on among above conditions. In condition of underN i , there is no restriction when the Interest packet is transmitted by router and content is delivered to another router. Therefore, in case of underN i , the router has same routing method as CCN.
However, in case of overN i , traffic condition of the router is saturation. Therefore, traffic of Ni is rapidly increased due to broadcasting of the Interest packet. In addition, congestion control is generated by this situation in N i . In the end, this situation leads to reducing network performance. To resolve this problem, the TARP is discarded interest packet which are received another CCN router. Thus, the router is not selected in transmission path of the Data packet.
In case of inN i , the condition is not generated reducing network performance. However, the condition may generate reducing network performance when traffic is increased. Therefore, in this situation, the TARP calculates P 
Routing Method
In this section, we introduced routing method of the TARP. In the TARP, all of routers, which will receive the Interest packet, independently participate to establish of route according to traffic themselves.
Basic algorithm
In TARP, establishing of route is started via broadcasting of the Interest packet to find contents, which are requested from request, as similar existing CCN routing. Therefore, relay nodes, which received the Interest packet, transmit the Interest packet until destination node and establish of response routing path to PIT of themselves.
After above process, the destination node traces the node which firstly received the Interest packet and transmits the Data packet including content to requester via unicasting.
In this process, the relay nodes, which receive the Interest packet, can participate to establishing of route through delay of the Interest packet or discarding of the Interest packet based on traffic condition of themselves. In other words, the relay nodes may can exclude themselves from establishing of route in case of inN i or cjtqjs This can establish routing path which can avoid nodes whereby generating of congestion in network. Moreover, this may can reduce generation of congestion in the network.
All of nodes calculate average queue length of own queue for establishing of Path i when the Interest packet is arrived. In this procedure, we apply exponential weighted moving average (EWMA) [9] as formula (1) The table 2 show procedure when interest packet is arrived.
Table 2. Procedure when Interest Packet Arrives
Line 2-10 describe routing method when condition of Ni is become underN i . And line 3-9 describe routing method when condition of Ni is become inN i . Routing method when condition of Ni is become overN i is described in line 10 to 17. The each of detail description is introduced in Section 4.1, and Section 4.2
Method 1: inN i
The Method 1 represent processing method when avg 1 q is greater than min th and is less than max th . In this condition, drop probability of the Interest packet can be obtained using formula (2) . (2) Where the P i in represent discarded probability when N i is inN i . The p i over represent drop probability when Ni is overN i . As shown formula (2), the greater the average queue length (the larger the traffic), the greater the delay probability.
In TARP, relay nodes process the Interest packet based on queue condition of themselves using formula (2) . Figure 4 shows drop probability in TARP.
Figure 4. Probability of Applying the Second Formula
In existing RED, all of node discards the Interest packet when average queue length is exceeded max threshold. However, in this case, if any node is relay node and relay node is only one in the network, trunaround time of content has high delay due to the Interest packet drop is generated until resolving congestion. Finally, the network perforce is reduced. On the other hand, the proposed TARP can be improving survival probability of the Interest packet via formula (2) .
In the proposed TARP, calculated drop probability from formula (2) is compared with Random p . In this procedure, if calculated drop probability is less than Random p , the TARP regards condition of N i as underN i . Therefore, the Interest packet is broadcasted to another neighbor node. On the other hand, if calculated drop probability is greater than Random p , the TARP delay broadcasting during predefined T i delay . Therefore, overloaded node delay creation of Path i during T i delay . This reason is that overloaded node exclude for prevention of congestion in the network.
Method 2: i overN
The Method 2 represents processing method when avg 1 q is less than min th . The Method 2 performs as similar of the Method 1. However, if drop probability, which is obtained P i over in formula (2) , is less than Random p , the Interest packet is discarded. But if drop probability is 
Performance Evaluation
In this section, we analyze and compare the performance of the proposed TARP and existing CCN using OPNET to prove the validity of the proposed TARP. In this performance evaluation, we considered the throughput according to input load and average turnaround time of contents.
In the simulation, each of the link bandwidth is defined 100Mbps and link delay is defined 10ms. And also we added traffic at every 3-hop for making of rapidly increased traffic. Table  3 summarizes our simulation parameters. Moreover, environment of simulation about network consists of server, user, and routers. Where server has content and the Interest packet is created by user. Finally, routers are used to transmit the Interest packet to server. In addition, we constructed mash topology for establishing of multi path and regularity of structure. Figure 5 show our network model of simulation. Figure 6 shows throughput according to input load. In the figure 6, the more input load increased, the throughput decreased. When we compare CCN, the proposed TARP has higher performance than CCN. In particular, in case of existing CCN, throughput is rapidly reduced when input load is exceeded of 1000 Kbps. On the other hand, the proposed TARP is slower reduced than existing CCN. This is because the proposed TARP prevent rapidly reducing throughput via avoidance of congestion situation in previously. Figure 7 shows average turnaround time of contests according to number of packets. In this figure, larger number of packets led to higher average turnaround time in CCN and the proposed TARP. However, the average turnaround time of contents lower than existing CCN. Moreover, difference of turnaround time between the proposed TARP and existing CCN is from minimum 20 msec to maximum 100 msec. This is because, the proposed TARP exclude overloaded routers in response routing path. Therefore, the proposed TARP has shorter turnaround time of contents than existing CCN. 
Figure 6. Throughput According to Input Load
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed TARP for avoidance in congestion when traffic is rapidly increased in the CCN. The proposed TARP decides participation about establishing path of route according to condition of average queue length. Moreover, we were proved the proposed TARP much better than the existing CCN through simulation such as throughput according to input load and average turnaround time of contents.
However, the completed Interest packet, which was used for responding of contents, still remains in the network. Therefore, increasing of traffic still exists. Future research will include distinction of the completed Interest packet and management of sole relay node according to traffic saturation.
